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Goal-directed behavior relies on the integration of anticipated outcomes into action
planning based on acquired knowledge about the current contingencies between
behavioral responses (R) and desired outcomes (O) under specific stimulus conditions
(S). According to ideomotor theory, bidirectional R-O associations are an integral part of
this knowledge structure. Previous EEG studies have identified neural activity markers
linked to the involvement of such associations, but the initial acquisition process
has not yet been characterized. The present study thus examined brain-electrical
activity dynamics during the rapid acquisition of novel bidirectional R-O associations
during instructed S-R learning. Within a trial, we inspected response-locked and
stimulus-locked activity dynamics in order to identify markers linked to the forward and
backward activation of bidirectional R-O associations as they were being increasingly
strengthened under forced choice conditions. We found that a post-response anterior
negativity following auditory outcomes was increasingly attenuated as a function of
the acquired association strength. This suggests that previously reported action-
induced sensory attenuation effects under extensively trained free choice conditions
can be established within few repetitions of specific R-O pairings under forced
choice conditions. Furthermore, we observed the even more rapid development of a
post-response but pre-outcome fronto-central positivity which was reduced for high
R-O learners which might indicate the rapid deployment of preparatory attention
towards predictable outcomes. Finally, we identified a learning-related stimulus-locked
activity modulation within the visual P1-N1 latency range which might reflect the multi-
sensory integration of the perceived antecedent visual stimulus the anticipated auditory
outcome.

Keywords: intention, prediction, ideomotor learning, instrumental learning, perceptual learning, sensory
attenuation, multi-sensory integration

INTRODUCTION

Behavior is considered goal-directed when an actor integrates information about the anticipated
outcome into ongoing action planning (Dickinson and Balleine, 1994). Outcome integration
requires the prior acquisition of knowledge about the current contingencies between behavioral
responses (R) and their outcomes (O) under specific antecedent stimulus conditions (S).
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Specifically, the successful acquisition of novel S-R-O
contingency representations enables action selection through an
S-O, O-R association chain as one possible route to goal-directed
action (Trapold, 1970; Urcuioli, 2005; Balleine and Ostlund,
2007; de Wit and Dickinson, 2009). According to ideomotor
theory, this is possible as the contingency between an R and
the ensuing O is encoded as a bi-directional association where
‘‘forward’’ R-O associations and ‘‘backward R-O’’ (i.e., O-R)
associations are regarded as two sides of the same coin
(Greenwald, 1970b; Urcuioli, 2005; de Wit and Dickinson, 2009;
Shin and Proctor, 2012; Waszak et al., 2012). Hence, a specific
outcome representation can be activated by planning a specific
action (via forward R-O) whereas a specific action representation
can be activated by perceiving or anticipating a specific outcome
(via backward R-O).

The present study aimed at characterizing learning-
related neural activity changes across trials associated with
the initial formation of bi-directional R-O associations
in a forced choice context where actions are triggered
by an antecedent stimulus. Moreover, by exploiting the
excellent temporal resolution of the EEG signal, we could
assess learning-related activity changes across different
phases within a trial. On the one hand, this included
learning-related modulations of post-response event-related
potentials (ERPs) associated with the forward activation
of bidirectional R-O associations and the ensuing altered
perception of predicted outcomes. On the other hand, this
included learning-related modulations of pre-response ERPs
associated with the backward activation of bidirectional R-O
associations via the stimulus-triggered anticipation of future
outcomes.

In different ways, previous ERP studies have identified
neural markers reflecting the involvement of bidirectional R-O
associations, but to our knowledge, none of these studies
has examined forward or backward R-O activation processes
as they are developing across the initial learning trials.
Instead, previous studies examined ERP markers reflecting
how already well learned R-O associations impacted response
selection or post-response outcome processing. Related to this,
previous behavioral and ERP studies have typically employed
experimental settings in which R-O associations were acquired
and/or probed under free choice conditions. Presumable, this
design choice often followed the reasoning that free choice
conditions would encourage subjects to adopt an intention-
based action mode involving R-O associations whereas forced-
choice conditions would induce a stimulus-based or habitual
action mode predominantly relying on S-R associations (Herwig
et al., 2007; Krieghoff et al., 2011; Pfister et al., 2011). However,
other recent studies suggest that forced choice conditions
are detrimental for R-O integration only if extensive S-R-O
practice allows for a considerable level of habitualization, that
is, reliance on S-R associations. These studies have shown
that R-O associations are learned and do impact subsequent
behavior in entirely forced-choice experimental settings with
acquisition phases involving less than 10 repetitions of specific
S-R-O combinations (Wolfensteller and Ruge, 2011, 2014; Ruge
et al., 2012; Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2013). Hence, under

these circumstances, subjects seem to stick to an intention-
based action mode as substantial habitualization could not
develop within this limited amount of practice (Wolfensteller
and Ruge, 2012). Accordingly, we hypothesized that we should
be able to observe—under forced choice conditions—within
the first few S-R-O learning trials the emergence of R-O-
related ERP markers similar to those that have previously been
identified after extended R-O learning periods under free choice
conditions.

The most extensively studied ERP marker of R-O-related
processes was identified in a class of studies that examined
the so-called action-induced sensory attenuation effects as
a manifestation of post-response ERP modulations attributed
to the forward activation of bidirectional R-O associations
(Waszak et al., 2012). The action-induced sensory attenuation
effect denotes the altered perception of stimuli which are
predictably triggered by one’s own actions (i.e., action outcomes).
Specifically, action outcomes are perceived to be attenuated
and shifted in time compared to stimuli that are unpredicted
or predicted by other stimuli rather than one’s own actions
(Von Holst and Mittelstaedt, 1950; Weiskrantz et al., 1971;
Blakemore et al., 1998; Haggard et al., 2002). This is a widespread
phenomenon that has not only been assessed behaviorally but
also neuro-physiologically using different techniques (Schafer
and Marcus, 1973; McCarthy and Donchin, 1976; Martikainen
et al., 2005; Aliu et al., 2009; Reznik et al., 2014; Timm
et al., 2014), including a number of recent EEG studies (Lange,
2011; Desantis et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2013a,b; SanMiguel
et al., 2013; Mifsud et al., 2016; Timm et al., 2016). When
outcomes are sounds as in most previous studies, the typical
finding are reduced outcome-evoked ERP amplitudes within the
latency range of the N1 and P2 components at fronto-central
electrodes.

Another class of studies examined the backward activation of
bi-directional R-O associations prior to responding instead of
the action-induced forward activation of the same associations.
One prominent paradigm that has been used to explore this
type of processes in behavioral studies is the outcome-induced
response priming paradigm in which the perception of previously
learnt action outcomes biases current response selection towards
the action that produced that outcome in a preceding learning
phase (Greenwald, 1970a; Hommel, 1996; Elsner and Hommel,
2001). Another behavioral paradigm identified similar response
selection biases due to the pre-response anticipation of outcomes
and the ensuing backward activation of bidirectional R-O
associations (Kunde, 2001; Pfister et al., 2010). Moreover, it
has been suggested that free choice conditions as compared to
stimulus-based forced choice conditions are associated with a
stronger anticipatory backward activation of bidirectional R-O
associations (Krieghoff et al., 2011). ERP studies suggested that
this is reflected by a more pronounced readiness-potential-
like component as a general marker of more intention-
based action planning (Waszak et al., 2005; Krieghoff et al.,
2011). We hypothesized that we might observe a similar ERP
amplification even under forced choice conditions as stimulus-
based response selection would still be intentional in nature
due to weak habitualization within the limited number of only
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eight S-R-O repetitions (Wolfensteller and Ruge, 2012; Ruge and
Wolfensteller, 2013).

We employed an experimental design derived from the
differential outcome paradigm (Trapold, 1970; Colwill and
Rescorla, 1985; Elsner and Hommel, 2001; Noonan et al., 2011)
where differential auditory response outcomes were presented
during instruction-based visuo-motor learning (Wolfensteller
and Ruge, 2014; Ruge andWolfensteller, 2015). Specifically, each
distinct link between a visual stimulus and a manual response
was predictably followed by a distinct auditory outcome. To
obtain sufficient data for initial learning trials, each subject
worked through 10 different blocked learning episodes each
comprising a novel and unique set of visual stimuli and
auditory outcomes. Different from related previous studies, to
minimize cross-talk between learning blocks, we used a total
of 40 distinct sound outcomes that were easily discriminable
natural sounds as compared to the typically employed simple
sine-wave tones. Each learning episode comprised eight learning
trials for each of the four unique S-R-O triples. From previous
behavioral studies, it is known that eight repetitions of specific
R-O pairings are sufficient to establish durable bidirectional
R-O associations as assessed by post-learning O-R compatibility
effects (Wolfensteller and Ruge, 2011, 2014; Ruge et al., 2012).
This behavioral index exploits outcome-triggered response
priming effects which can be observed when a previously learnt
action outcome subsequently becomes an imperative stimulus
that requires either the response which produced that outcome
in the preceding learning phase (O-R compatible) or a response
which produced a different outcome (O-R incompatible). Such
O-R compatibility effects—expressed in prolonged response
times and increased error rates in incompatible trials compared
to compatible trials—are commonly observed and indicate that
the perception of an outcome automatically primes the action it
was previously produced by Greenwald (1970a), Hommel (1996)
and Elsner and Hommel (2001). We used this post-learning O-R
compatibility effect as a proxy for bidirectional R-O association
strength acquired during the preceding S-R-O learning phase.
Our rationale was to use this behavioral index in a correlation
analysis to identify correlated learning-related ERP modulations
that are specifically related to the increasing involvement of
bidirectional R-O associations across the preceding S-R-O
learning phase.

To assess how quickly ERPs would start being modulated by
the integration of bidirectional R-O associations, we analyzed
learning-related ERP activation dynamics on two timescales.
First, very rapid learning was assessed from the first to the
second repetition of specific R-O links within learning blocks.
This comparison involved first repetition trials (defined as the
first occurrence of specific R-O links) which were special in the
sense that specific R-O links were entirely unknown until the
outcome sounds were played the first time following correct
response execution. Starting from second repetition trials, R-O
links could theoretically be known in advance. Second, learning
on the slower (but still relatively rapid) timescale was assessed
from the second to the final eighth repetition of specific R-O links
within learning blocks. This slower timescale comparison hence
involved R-O repetitions that were all qualitatively quite similar

and R-O-related learning processes were expected to change
gradually across repetitions.

To summarize, based on the previous ERP literature sketched
above, we hypothesized R-O-learning-related modulations
of two response-locked ERP components, including an
increasing post-response attenuation of sound-evoked ERPs
and an increasing pre-response amplification of a readiness
potential-like component. Additionally we were interested in
modulations of stimulus-locked ERPs due to the special nature of
the present study where action selection depended on a specific
antecedent stimulus S in contrast to the typical free choice
procedure employed in previous studies. Hence, the anticipatory
backward activation of bidirectional R-O associations was
assumed to be triggered by the antecedent stimulus via an S-O,
O-R association chain which should be most clearly reflected
in learning-related modulations of stimulus-locked rather than
response-locked ERPs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Thirty-five subjects participated in this study. Three subjects
were excluded due to insufficient raw data quality and two
additional subjects were excluded due to excessive error rates
greater than 20% in the unguided implementation trials (SRO
repetitions 4–8). The mean age of the resulting 30 subjects was
23.0 years, ranging from 18 years to 33 years with 17 being
female and 13 male. All subjects gave written informed consent
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were paid
e8 per hour or received course credit. In accordance with
the responsible funding agency guidelines (http://www.dfg.de/
foerderung/faq/geistes_sozialwissenschaften/), this study did not
require formal approval by the institutional review board as the
study was not associated with a risk of physical or emotional
harm and did not involve clinical intervention or examination
and also did not involve underaged, or elderly participants.

Experimental Procedure
S-R-O Acquisition Phase
Instructions were delivered via a ‘‘guided implementation’’
procedure in which the instruction is embedded within the first
three behavioral implementation trials that also comprised the
presentation of differential outcomes following correct responses
(see Figures 1A,B).

Stimuli were four abstract visual patterns that differed
for each block. In the acquisition phase each trial started
with the presentation of a visual stimulus S in the center
of the screen for 500 ms. Each stimulus was presented at
least eight times and additional presentations occurred for
each erroneous response. Stimuli were presented in random
order except post-error trials in which the same stimulus was
presented again. There were 12 guided implementation trials
(three repetitions of four different stimuli, correct responses
and outcomes). Following 250 ms after S onset an additional
instruction stimulus (IS) was displayed which remained on
screen until a response was made or until timeout after
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic illustration of the S-R-O acquisition phase (A,B) and the O-R test phase (C) for an exemplary set of visual antecedent stimuli and
auditory differential outcomes. Over the course of the experiment subjects had to learn 10 such S-R-O mappings each comprising a novel and distinct set of four
visual stimuli and four auditory outcomes. (A) Exemplary mapping between visual stimuli, instruction cues, responses and auditory outcomes. (B) Novel S-R-O
mappings were learned in the guided implementation trials via explicit instruction cues presented for the first three repetitions of each distinct S-R-O triple (SRO-rep
1–3). Starting from SRO-repetition 4 onwards instruction cues were omitted and the correct response had to be retrieved from memory in the unguided
implementation trials (SRO-rep 4–8). (C) The four sound stimuli that had been produced by correct responses upon the antecedent visual stimuli in the learning
phase served as antecedent stimuli in the test phase. The required responses to these stimuli could be the same (compatible) or different (incompatible) regarding
the response that produced the sound before. Test phase data were exclusively used to compute the size of the behavioral O-R compatibility effect, which was
correlated with learning-related changes in brain-electrical activity during the preceding S-R-O learning phase.

1750 ms. The IS was a yellow square highlighting one of
four constantly displayed empty boxes. Manual responses (left
middle finger, left index finger, right index finger and right
middle finger) were mapped in a spatially compatible manner
to the IS position. After a 150 ms gap, correct responses were
followed by a naturalistic sound effect which lasted for 500 ms
and was different for each S. In unguided implementation
trials the IS was omitted for another five correct repetitions
of the four distinct S-R-O triples. Thus, starting from the
fourth S-R-O repetition (SRO-rep), the correct response had
to be retrieved from memory as it was no longer indicated
by the IS. In case of erroneous responses, error feedback
was displayed and the trial was immediately repeated. The
experiment comprised 10 different S-R-O learning blocks each
with novel visual stimuli and novel outcome sounds. The inter-
trial interval (ITI) was randomly selected from a distribution
including interval durations of 800 ms (24 trials per block),
2350 ms (5 trials per block) and 4700 ms (3 trials per block).
Analyses of learning-related changes in behavior and brain
activation were based on correct trials ranging from SRO-rep 1 to
SRO-rep 8.

O-R Test Phase
Each of the 10 S-R-O learning blocks was followed by a test phase
probing the strength of the previously acquired bidirectional
R-O associations. Subjects were now required to react to the
previous effect sounds of the acquisition phase with one out
of four responses (see Figure 1C). The response keys were

the same as during the preceding S-R-O learning phase. Two
outcome sounds were mapped to the response that produced
that sound in the preceding phase (compatible trials) whereas the
two remaining outcome sounds were mapped to responses that
had produced another sound (incompatible trials). According
to ideomotor theory, previously learnt bidirectional R-O
associations should prime the correct response in compatible
trials but the incorrect response in incompatible trials. The R-O
compatibility effect was defined as the performance difference
between incompatible and compatible trials averaged across
all test phase trials separately for RTs and error rates. As in
the preceding S-R-O acquisition phase, also the test phase was
divided into 12 guided and 20 unguided trials. The instruction
stimuli (IS) were now the letters ‘‘D’’, ‘‘F’’, ‘‘J’’, ‘‘K’’ presented
centrally on the screen and mapped onto left middle finger,
left index finger, right index finger and right middle finger,
respectively. A trial started with a fixation cross displayed for
500 ms followed by the sound lasting 500 ms. In the guided
trials the IS was presented 150 ms after sound onset and lasted
until the response or timeout after 1500 ms. Accuracy feedback
was displayed for 650 ms indicating correct, wrong, or too slow
responses. The ITI distribution was the same as in the preceding
S-R-O learning phase.

EEG Recording
EEG was recorded using 64 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes which
were distributed on the electrode cap (Easycap) according to
the international 10% system (Klem et al., 1999). The FCz
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electrode served as reference (re-used after offline average
referencing) and the AFz electrode served as ground. Impedance
at each electrode was kept below 5 k�. Two additional
electrodes were used to record vertical and horizontal eye
movements. One was placed under the lower eye lid and the
other 1 cm lateral to the right eye. EEG data were digitized
using a 64 channel BrainAmp amplifier1 with a sampling
rate of 1000 Hz and recorded with the BrainVision recorder
software1.

EEG Preprocessing
All EEG data was preprocessed using the Fieldtrip software
downloaded October 2016 (Oostenveld et al., 2011). The
continuous EEG data were segmented into epochs starting
250ms prior to stimulus onset and ending 2000ms after stimulus
onset. The segmented data were highpass-filtered at 0.2 Hz and
lowpass-filtered at 30 Hz. All channels were used to compute
and apply an average-based new reference. Ocular and other
obvious artifacts were corrected by excluding the respective
independent components as they were visually identified based
on topography and waveform after an independent component
analysis was run within Fieldtrip (using the default parameters
and estimating 63 independent components according to the
number of electrodes). After preprocessing, the EEG data
were further segmented to create response-locked epochs.
Response-locked epochs were ranging from 350 ms pre-response
to 450 ms post-response (i.e., 300 ms post-outcome onset).
No baseline-correction was applied to the segmented EEG
data.

ERP Analysis
Response-locked and stimulus-locked epochs of EEG activity
were averaged for each SRO repetition containing 40 correct
trials per SRO repetition in each subject. For the analysis
of very rapid learning dynamics associated with initial R-O
encoding processes, we assessed ERP amplitude changes from
SRO-rep 1 to SRO-rep 2 (defined by the slope of a linear
regression line, i.e., SRO-rep 2 minus SRO-rep 1). For the
analysis of slower learning dynamics associated with more
gradual changes in association strength, we determined ERP
amplitude changes from SRO-rep 2 through SRO-rep 8 based
on the slope of a linear regression line fitted through
the mean amplitude values of all seven involved SRO-rep
levels.

The primary aim of the present study was to identify learning-
related ERP changes on both timescales that were specifically
linked to the learning of bidirectional R-O associations. To
this end, we determined correlations between learning-related
ERP amplitude changes and—as a proxy for the acquired
bi-directional R-O association strength—the behavioral O-R
compatibility effect from the test phase.

Our hypotheses regarding learning-related modulations of
ERP amplitudes were based on previous ERP studies that
differed from the present study in a number of potentially
relevant aspects. First and foremost, previous ERP studies

1www.brainproducts.com

did not assess learning-related modulations during the initial
phase of R-O learning. Moreover, previous studies examined
ERP modulations in free-choice settings rather than in
forced-choice settings. Finally, action-induced sounds were
typically simple sine-wave tones with short durations around
100 ms rather than more complex natural sounds used in
the present study which were developing across intervals of
300–500 ms. To be unbiased regarding possible learning-related
ERP modulations in other than those expected according to
related previous studies, we conducted statistical analyses across
all electrodes and across relatively large time windows. The
necessary correction for multiple comparisons (time points
and electrodes) was based on the cluster-extent thresholding
procedure employed in the fieldtrip software (Oostenveld et al.,
2011).

We analyzed three time windows according to our
hypotheses. First, to assess potential learning-related increases
in action-induced sensory attenuation effects, we analyzed
correlations between the O-R compatibility effect and response-
locked ERPs in a time window ranging from the onset of the
manual response until 450 ms later. Since the sound started
150 ms after response onset this time window covered both
potential preparatory effects prior to sound onset and the
typical attenuation effects following sound onset. Second,
to assess potential learning-related amplifications of the
readiness potential, we analyzed correlations between the O-R
compatibility effect and response-locked ERPs in a time window
starting 350 ms prior to the onset of the manual response
until response onset. Third, to assess potential learning-related
changes of stimulus-triggered outcome integration processes,
we analyzed correlations between the O-R compatibility effect
and stimulus-locked ERP in a time window ranging from
the onset of the visual stimulus until 300 ms later. This time
window was limited at 300 ms to ensure that ERPs would
reflect stimulus-related modulations without being considerably
contaminated by neural activity induced by the additional
instruction cue that was presented 250 ms after the onset of the
visual stimulus.

The analysis of correlations between the behavioral O-R
compatibility effect and learning-related ERP modulations
was conducted for each time window separately and
covered all electrodes and all time points within each time
window. Family-wise alpha was controlled at p < 0.05
(two-tailed) based on cluster-extent thresholding in time
and space (requiring a minimum of one connection
between electrodes) as implemented in the Fieldtrip
software and using Monte Carlo simulations based on
5000 permutations.

ERP Analysis: Controlling for Potential
Confounding Factors
We took several measures to minimize the potential influence
of confounding sources of covariance between learning-related
ERP modulations and the behavioral O-R compatibility effect.
Recall that the study rationale rests on the assumption
that inter-individual differences in R-O learning during the
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SRO learning phase (probed by ERP changes) should result
in different R-O association strengths (probed by the O-R
compatibility effect in the subsequent test phase). However, the
correlation between the O-R compatibility effect and preceding
learning-related ERP modulations could be confounded by two
alternative source of co-variation: one related to inter-individual
differences in competition resolution ability and the other
one related to inter-individual differences in general learning
ability.

First, inter-individual differences in competition
resolution ability might not only affect the size of the
O-R compatibility effect due to increased competition
resolution demands in incompatible vs. compatible test
phase trials, but it might similarly affect learning-related
ERP modulations during the preceding SRO learning
phase that are related to changing demands of resolving
competition between the correct response for a given
stimulus and the three alternative (but wrong) response
options.

Second, inter-individual differences in general learning ability
might not only affect learning processes expressed in learning-
related ERP modulations during the SRO learning phase, but
it might similarly affect learning processes occurring within the
test phase which might influence the O-R compatibility effect2.
Specifically, such test phase learning processes might be related
to the re-wiring or re-learning of the old bi-directional R-O
mapping according to the newly instructed mapping between
the former outcomes (now serving as antecedent stimuli)
and the new test phase responses. This has two potential
implications. The first implication is that even though a good
learner enters the test phase with strong bidirectional R-O
associations this might nevertheless result in a relatively weak
overall O-R compatibility effect as the old bidirectional R-O
mapping could be quickly re-wired. This in turn implied that
larger learning-related ERP modulations due to stronger R-O
learning would be associated with weaker O-R compatibility
effects rather than stronger O-R compatibility effects. This
ambiguity complicates the interpretation of the direction of
the correlation between R-O-learning-related ERP modulations
and the O-R compatibility effect. However, any significant
correlation—no matter which direction—is suited to conclude
that the identified learning-related ERPmodulation is in one way
or the other related to R-O learning. The second implication
is potentially more problematic. Specifically, inter-individual
differences in general learning ability might not only affect ERP
modulations related to O-R learning but it might also affect
ERP modulations related to S-R learning. Hence, a significant
correlation between O-R compatibility effect and learning-
related ERP modulation might be due to co-variation between
R-O/O-R re-learning ability in the test phase and S-R learning
ability (instead of R-O learning ability) in the preceding SRO
learning phase.

Fortunately, inter-individual differences in S-R learning
ability and inter-individual differences in competition resolution
ability as two potential cofounding factors are reflected by

2We thank one of the reviewers for pointing this out.

similar behavioral measures and can therefore be controlled
for in a very similar manner. Specifically, inter-individual
differences in these two abilities should be expressed in
differences in learning-related changes in error rates and
response times. For instance, a strong reduction in error rates
could be due to high S-R learning ability, high competition
resolution ability, or a combination of both. Accordingly,
before computing correlations between the O-R compatibility
effect and learning-related ERP changes, we regressed out
learning-related changes in error rates and response times
(corresponded to the specific ERP change being evaluated)
as proxies for changes in response competition/progress in
S-R learning during the SRO learning phase. A related
measure was taken as special treatment regarding the transition
from the guided learning phase (instruction cue present)
to the unguided learning phase (instruction cue absent).
This abrupt transition might imply changes in response
competition/progress in S-R learning that are not sufficiently
captured by corresponding changes in RTs and error rates. We
therefore performed an additional control analysis regarding
learning on the slower timescale (i.e., linear ERP change from
SRP-rep 2 to SRO-rep 8) where we separately assessed the
transition from guided to unguided SRO repetitions (linear
regression line fitted through the mean amplitude values across
SRO-rep 2 through SRO-rep 4) and learning dynamics across
unguided SRO repetitions only (linear regression line fitted
through the mean amplitude values across SRO-rep 4 through
SRO-rep 8).

RESULTS

Behavioral Results (S-R-O Learning Phase)
Figure 2 depicts the learning curves across all SRO repetitions
in RTs and error rates. The statistical analysis (based on
repeated measures ANOVAs with the factor SRO repetition)
confirmed the key features of the two learning profiles as
they appear on the descriptive level. Generally, increasing SRO
repetitions were associated with an overall drop of response
times (F(7,203) = 59.98; p(F) < 0.001; η2p = 0.674) paralleled
by an increase in error rates (F(7,203) = 23.21; p(F) < 0.001;
η2p = 0.445). The guided learning trials (SRO-rep 1 to SRO-rep 3)
were characterized by a rapid gain in performance speed
(F(2,58) = 115.43; p(F) < 0.001; η2p = 0.799). At SRO-rep 4
(i.e., the first unguided trials) RT briefly increased likely due
to the transition to the unguided phase as indicated by a
t-test comparing SRO-rep 4 against SRO-rep 3 (t(29) = 2.08;
p(t) < 0.046, two-tailed) before RTs continued to decrease
gradually across repetitions 4–8 (F(4,116) = 10.97; p(F) < 0.001;
η2p = 0.274). Unsurprisingly, error rate was low during the
guided trials with a slight but significant increase (F(2,58) = 4.47;
p(F) < 0.017; η2p = 0.134). At SRO-rep 4 (i.e., the first unguided
repetition) error rate abruptly jumped up as indicated by a
t-test comparing SRO-rep 4 against SRO-rep 3 (t(29) = 5.43;
p(t) < 0.001) before gradually decreasing again across the
unguided repetitions 4–8 (F(4,116) = 16.89; p(F) < 0.001;
η2p = 0.368).
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FIGURE 2 | (A,B) Behavioral data from the S-R-O acquisition phase.
Responses were guided by a spatial instruction cue during SRO repetitions
1 through 3. Starting from SRO repetition 4 up to 8, instruction cues were no
longer presented. (C,D) Behavioral data from the O-R test phase. Responses
were guided by a symbolic instruction cue during O-R repetitions 1 through 3.
Starting from O-R repetition 4 up to 8, instruction cues were no longer
presented.

Behavioral Results (O-R Test Phase)
We computed two separate repeated-measures ANOVAs
for error rates and RTs with the factors O-R compatibility
and O-R repetitions (i.e., repeated pairings of the former
O—now serving as an antecedent S—with its test phase
response). The analysis for error rates resulted in a highly
significant O-R compatibility effect (F(1,29) = 21.39, p < 0.001;
η2p = 0.425) with an average of 11.2% errors in the compatible
condition and 14.8% errors in the incompatible condition.
The analysis for RTs resulted in a highly significant O-R
compatibility effect (F(1,29) = 18.81, p < 0.001; η2p = 0.393)
with an average of 592 ms in the compatible condition and
622 ms in the incompatible condition. Additionally, the
interaction between O-R compatibility and O-R repetitions in
error rates just reached significance (F(7,203) = 2.27, p = 0.048,
Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected). However, this interaction
followed a rather complex and non-monotonic pattern
(primarily driven by a 7th order polynomial contrast effect
with p < 0.007) which seems difficult to interpret in terms
of incremental learning-related changes. Regarding response
times no such interaction effect was found (F(7,203) = 0.72,
p = 0.61).

The subject-wise behavioral index of R-O associational
strength which was later used for correlation with ERP difference
measures was defined as the individual mean O-R compatibility
effect in RTs, providing a more consistent measure across
all O-R repetitions compared to the compatibility effect in

error rates. Moreover, the observation that the test phase O-R
compatibility effect in RTs did not significantly decrease across
O-R repetitions suggests that this measure is not strongly affected
by a re-wiring of previously established bi-directional R-O
associations. Rather, the previously established R-O associations
seem to co-exist with the newly instructed associations between
the former O (now S) and the newly instructed test phase
responses at least for the duration of the test phase. Otherwise,
an increasing number of test phase learning trials should have
resulted in stronger re-wiring and hence an increasingly weaker
O-R compatibility effect. In turn, this suggests that inter-
individual variability in the size of the overall O-R compatibility
effect predominantly reflects inter-individual differences in the
size of an enduring response selection bias exerted by the
previously established bidirectional R-O associations rather
than reflecting inter-individual differences in (re-) learning
ability. Furthermore, the O-R compatibility effect did not
significantly correlate with learning-related behavioral measures
in the preceding SRO learning phase. Specifically, there were
no significant correlations (all p(r) > 0.49) with RT or
error rate change both regarding the rapid timescale (SRO-
rep 1 vs. SRO-rep2) and the slower timescale (SRO-rep 2 vs.
SRO-rep 8). Note that previous findings were ambiguous in
this respect. While we found significant correlations between
the O-R compatibility effect and learning-related RT change
in one study (Ruge et al., 2012), this could not be replicated
in a subsequent study (Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2015). None
of these previous studies reported significant correlations
with learning-related changes in error rates. Hence, together
these results suggest a rather unreliable association between
the O-R compatibility effect and learning-related behavioral
measures.

EEG Results
Response-Locked ERPs—Post-Response
Modulations
This analysis was based on a time window from 0 ms to
450 ms relative to response onset (i.e., −150 ms to 300 ms
relative to sound outcome onset). On the rapid timescale,
we identified two spatiotemporal clusters which exhibited
significant correlations between the ERP amplitude change from
SRO-rep 1 to SRO-rep 2 and the behavioral O-R compatibility
effect (see Figure 3A): a fronto-centrally distributed cluster
exhibited a negative correlation in a time window from 79 ms
to 262 ms (p < 0.0006, FWE-corrected on cluster level) and
a left lateralized cluster including fronto-temporal and parieto-
temporal electrodes exhibited a positive correlation in a time
window from 42 ms to 244 ms (p < 0.016, FWE-corrected
on cluster level). Figure 3B summarizes these correlations
by means of scatter plots for the respective peak electrodes
and averaged across all significant time points within each
cluster. Table 1 additionally reports these time-average-based
correlations in numbers and shows that the effects observed at
the rapid timescale did not generalize to the slower timescale.
To better assess the direction of amplitude changes as a function
of the O-R compatibility effect, Figures 3C,D depict mean
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FIGURE 3 | Relationship between learning-related response-locked event-related potential (ERP) changes on the rapid timescale (i.e., change from
SRO-rep 1 to SRO-rep 2) and the behavioral O-R compatibility effect. (A) Significant spatio-temporal clusters (marked by black dots) for the correlation
between ERP changes and O-R compatibility. (B) Exemplary scatter plots for the electrodes with the strongest correlation effects averaged across all timepoints
within the respective spatiotemporal cluster. (C) Median-split representation of the scatter plot data. (D) Median-split representation of the continuous ERP
timecourses for peak electrodes within the respective clusters. Shaded areas denote the approximate time window of significant correlation effects.

ERP amplitude changes after a median-split according to the
size of the O-R compatibility effect. This representation of the
original results suggests that subjects exhibiting a large O-R
compatibility effect show a reduced learning-related increase in
the positivity at FC4 (paralleled by a reversed effect at PO7)
relative to the subjects exhibiting a small O-R compatibility
effect. Note that even though this effect extended into the
time window of the auditory N1 component, it is clearly not
related to the standard sensory attenuation effect. In fact, the
sensory attenuation effect is characterized by a reduced negativity
within the N1 latency range whereas the present effect was
pointing in exactly the opposite direction (i.e., a relatively

increased negativity or, in other words, a relatively reduced
positivity).

On the slower timescale, we identified two spatiotemporal
clusters which exhibited significant correlations between the
linear ERP amplitude change from SRO-rep 2 to SRO-rep 8 and
the behavioral O-R compatibility effect (see Figure 4A): a fronto-
centrally distributed cluster exhibited a positive correlation
in a time window from 327 ms to 436 ms (p < 0.047,
FWE-corrected on cluster level) and a posteriorly distributed
cluster exhibited a negative correlation in a time window from
312 ms to 450 ms (p < 0.042, FWE-corrected on cluster
level). Figure 4B summarizes these correlations by means of
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TABLE 1 | Summary of correlations between the O-R compatibility effect and response-locked event-related potential (ERP) amplitude changes at the
respective peak electrodes within each identified cluster.

ERP change from ERP change from ERP change from ERP change from
SRO-rep 1 to 2 SRO-rep 2 to 8 SRO-rep 2 to 4 SRO-rep 4 to 8

Clusters identified on Frontocentral (peak FC4) r = −0.68 r = 0.2 NA NA
the very rapid timescale (ERP 79–262 ms p(r) < 0.00003 p(r) < 0.30 (n.s.)
change from SRO-rep 1 to 2) Posterior (peak PO7) r = 0.56 r = −0.12 NA NA

42–244 ms p(r) < 0.0014 p(r) < 0.53 (n.s.) NA NA

Clusters identified on Frontocentral (peak Fz) r = −0.23 r = 0.62 r = 0.27 r = 0.38
the slower timescale (ERP 327–436 ms p(r) < 0.23 (n.s.) p(r) < 0.0003 p(r) < 0.15 (n.s.) p(r) < 0.037
change from SRO-rep 2 to 8) Posterior (peak PO7) r = 0.08 r = −0.55 r = 0.01 r = −0.44

312–450 ms p(r) < 0.67 (n.s.) p(r) < 0.002 p(r) < 0.97 (n.s.) p(r) < 0.015

Bold font indicates significant correlations.

scatter plots for the respective peak electrodes and averaged
across all significant time points within each cluster. Table 1
additionally reports these time-average-based correlations in
numbers and shows that the effects observed at the slower
timescale did not generalize to the rapid timescale. To better
assess the direction of amplitude changes as a function of
the O-R compatibility effect, Figures 4C,D depict mean ERP
amplitude changes after a median-split according to the size of
the O-R compatibility effect. This representation of the original
results clearly suggests that subjects exhibiting a large O-R
compatibility effect show an attenuated learning-related increase
in the negativity at Fz (paralleled by a reversed effect at PO7)
relative to the subjects exhibiting a small O-R compatibility
effect.

To exclude that these effects were solely driven by the
transition from the guided trials to the unguided trials,
we separately assessed the correlations between the O-R
compatibility effect and the linear ERP amplitude change from
SRO-rep 2 to SRO-rep 4 (transition guided to unguided) as well
as the linear ERP amplitude change from SRO-rep 4 to SRO-rep 8
(across unguided trials). As summarized in Table 1, the only
significant correlations were observed for the ERP amplitude
changes across the unguided trials. This refutes the possibility
that the original correlational effects were primarily driven by the
guided-to-unguided transition.

Finally, to test whether the correlational effects observed
on the very rapid timescale and on the slower timescale were
driven by similar sources of co-variance across participants,
we computed partial correlations. This revealed that the
two original correlation effects were largely independent of
each other, as detailed next. First, we computed for the
anterior clusters the correlation between slower learning-
related ERP changes and the O-R compatibility effect while
controlling for rapid learning-related ERP changes. This yielded
a correlation of r = 0.54 (p < 0.002) which was only
marginally weaker than the original correlation (r = 0.62,
see Table 1). Second, we computed for the anterior clusters
the correlation between rapid learning-related ERP changes
and the O-R compatibility effect while controlling for slower
learning-related ERP changes. This yielded a correlation of
r = −0.62 (p < 0.0003) which was again only marginally
weaker than the original correlation (r = −0.68, see Table 1).

A very similar pattern was found for the posterior clusters
(r = −0.48 vs. r = −0.55 originally and r = 0.50 vs.
r = 0.56 originally).

Response-Locked ERPs—Pre-Response
Modulations
This analysis was based on a time window from −350 ms to
0 ms relative to response onset. There were no significant
effects, both on the rapid timescale as well as on the
slower timescale. We repeated these analyses, this time only
including the Cz electrode where previous studies reported
readiness potential-like potentials in conditions with stronger
involvement of bidirectional R-O associations. Again, there were
no significant effects.

Stimulus-Locked ERPs
This analysis was based on a time window from 0 ms to 300 ms
relative to response onset. On the rapid timescale, we did not
find significant effects. On the slower timescale, we identified two
spatiotemporal clusters which exhibited significant correlations
between the linear ERP amplitude trend from SRO-rep 2 to
SRO-rep 8 and the behavioral O-R compatibility effect (see
Figure 5A): a fronto-centrally distributed cluster exhibited a
negative correlation in a time window from 64 ms to 150 ms
(p < 0.013, FWE-corrected on cluster level) and a posteriorly
distributed cluster exhibited a positive correlation in a in a time
window from 45 ms to 159 ms (p < 0.007, FWE-corrected
on cluster level). Figure 5B summarizes these correlations
by means of scatter plots for the respective peak electrodes
and averaged across all significant time points within each
cluster. Table 2 also reports these average-based correlations
in numbers and shows that the effects observed at the slower
timescale did not generalize to the rapid timescale. To better
assess the direction of amplitude changes as function of the
O-R compatibility effect, Figures 5C,D depict mean ERP
amplitude changes after a median-split according to the size
of the O-R compatibility effect. This representation of the
original results suggests that subjects exhibiting a large O-R
compatibility effect show an attenuated learning-related increase
in the negativity at P8 (paralleled by a reversed effect at F3)
relative to the subjects exhibiting a small O-R compatibility
effect.
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FIGURE 4 | Relationship between learning-related response-locked ERP changes on the slower timescale (i.e., linear change from SRO-rep 2 to
SRO-rep 8) and the behavioral O-R compatibility effect. (A) Significant spatio-temporal clusters (marked by black dots) for the correlation between ERP
changes and O-R compatibility. (B) Exemplary scatter plots for the electrodes with the strongest correlation effects averaged across all timepoints within the
respective spatiotemporal cluster. (C) Median-split representation of the scatter plot data. (D) Median-split representation of the continuous ERP timecourses for
peak electrodes within the respective clusters. Shaded areas denote the approximate time window of significant correlation effects.

To exclude that these effects were solely driven by the
transition from the guided trials to the unguided trials,
we separately assessed the correlations between the O-R
compatibility effect and the linear ERP amplitude change from
SRO-rep 2 to SRO-rep 4 (transition guided to unguided) as well
as the linear ERP amplitude change from SRO-rep 4 to SRO-rep 8
(across unguided trials). As summarized in Table 2, the pattern
was not as clear as for the response-locked data in terms of
statistical significance. Yet, numerically, the correlations for the
fronto-central cluster were quite similar for the ERP amplitude
changes across guided and unguided SRO repetitions (r =−0.33)
and within unguided repetitions (r = −0.28), suggesting that
the original correlation (r = −0.55) was driven more or less
equally by both. The same holds for the posterior cluster. Hence,
in summary, this again refutes the possibility that the original
correlational effects were primarily driven by the guided-to-
unguided transition.

DISCUSSION

This study was designed to investigate ERP dynamics associated
with the initial learning of bi-directional R-O associations
under forced choice conditions by assessing correlations with
the post-learning behavioral O-R compatibility effect as an
index of the previously acquired association strength. This goes
beyond earlier EEG studies (for review see Waszak et al., 2012)
and fMRI studies (Kühn et al., 2010; Ruge et al., 2010;
Pfister et al., 2014; Zwosta et al., 2015) which have revealed
neurophysiological markers related to the impact of learnt R-O
associations but which have not yet investigated the initial
learning of such associations. Moreover, by assessing ERPs we
could easily disentangle within trials the potential pre-response
and post-response activation of bidirectional R-O associations as
they were being learned. Due to the sluggish nature of the BOLD
response this was difficult to assess in previous fMRI which have
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FIGURE 5 | Relationship between learning-related stimulus-locked ERP changes on the slower timescale (i.e., linear change from SRO-rep 2 to
SRO-rep 8) and the behavioral O-R compatibility effect. (A) Significant spatio-temporal clusters (marked by black dots) for the correlation between ERP
changes and O-R compatibility. (B) Exemplary scatter plots for the electrodes with the strongest correlation effects averaged across all timepoints within the
respective spatiotemporal cluster. (C) Median-split representation of the scatter plot data. (D) Median-split representation of the continuous ERP timecourses for
peak electrodes within the respective clusters. Shaded areas denote the approximate time window of significant correlation effects.

begun to characterize the evolution of R-O integration processes
across learning trials on multiple time scales of learning (Melcher
et al., 2013; Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2013, 2015; Mohr et al.,
2015).

Generally, we found that the O-R compatibility effect was
significantly associated with both post-response as well as
pre-response ERP modulations that can therefore be linked to
the initial learning of bi-directional R-O associations. Some of
these effects were observed on a very rapid timescale from the
first to the second repetition of specific R-O pairings while others
were observed on a slower timescale from the second to the final
eighth R-O repetition. Importantly, these results were found after
controlling for a number of potential confounding sources of
covariation between learning-related ERP modulations and the
O-R compatibility effect, including inter-individual differences
in general learning ability and inter-individual differences in
competition resolution ability (see ‘‘ERP Analysis’’ Section).

As a general note, it should be highlighted that our
correlational approach added an additional layer of ambiguity
to the interpretation of the direction of the correlated ERP
modulations. Even for simple ERP difference measures, it is
difficult to knowwhether the ERP amplitudemodulation was due
to increasing strength of one dipole or the decreasing strength
of another dipole with inverse polarity (Luck, 2005). If ERP
modulations are identified via correlations with an external
measure, it becomes even more important to be aware of the
fact that the direction of these correlations does not directly
and unambiguously translate into the direction of the underlying
change in dipole strength.

Post-Response ERP Modulations
Previous EEG studies have demonstrated post-response
reductions of fronto-central ERP amplitudes following the onset
of auditory action outcomes within the auditory N1-P2 range.
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TABLE 2 | Summary of correlations between the O-R compatibility effect and stimulus-locked ERP amplitude changes at the respective peak electrodes
within each identified cluster.

ERP change from ERP change from ERP change from ERP change from
SRO-rep 1 to 2 SRO-rep 2 to 8 SRO-rep 2 to 4 SRO-rep 4 to 8

Clusters identified on None NA NA NA NA
the very rapid timescale
(ERP change from SRO-rep 1 to 2)

Clusters identified on Frontocentral (peak F3) r = 0.29 r = −0.55 r = −0.33 r = −0.28
the slower timescale 64–150 ms p(r) < 0.12 (n.s.) p(r) < 0.002 p(r) < 0.072∗ p(r) < 0.13 (n.s.)
(ERP change from SRO-rep 2 to 8) Posterior (peak P8) r = 0.21 r = 0.60 r = 0.48 r = 0.35

45–159 ms p(r) < 0.26 (n.s.) p(r) < 0.0004 p(r) < 0.007 p(r) < 0.061∗

∗Significant when tested one-tailed in the direction of the correlation for SRO-rep 2 to 8. Bold font indicates significant correlations.

This has typically been interpreted as a likely marker of action-
induced sensory attenuation effects due to previously acquired
bi-directional R-O associations. Our results suggest that such
attenuation effects can be established within very few repetitions
of specific R-O pairings (i.e., across repetitions 2–8). Moreover,
our results highlight that such attenuation effects generalize to
situations in which response selection is based on an antecedent
stimulus (i.e., forced choice) in contrast to ‘‘voluntary’’ or free
choice response selection realized in previous studies. This is
likely due to the circumstance that stimulus-based response
selection is still intentional in nature given the limited time
for habitualization within only eight S-R-O repetitions in the
particular study design we employed (Wolfensteller and Ruge,
2012; Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2013).

In the present study, following the onset of auditory
outcomes 150 ms after response execution, the attenuation
effect was expressed by a stronger relative reduction of an
anterior negativity across learning trials for subjects exhibiting
a stronger O-R compatibility effect as a proxy for acquired R-O
associational strength. Notably, this learning-related attenuation
effect was embedded within an overall mean increase of the
anterior negativity. This overall learning-related increase of the
anterior negativity, however, was likely due to a superimposed
ERP modulation associated with perceptual learning based on
the mere repetition of auditory outcomes which is unrelated to
R-O learning (Atienza et al., 2002; Alain et al., 2007; Mishra et al.,
2015).

Interestingly, the present attenuation effect was maximal
clearly after the auditory N1 peak. Even though a number of
previous studies observed maximal effects of action-induced
sensory attenuation after the auditory N1 peak (Baess et al.,
2011; SanMiguel et al., 2013), it was shifted even further in our
paradigm. This is most likely due to the different nature of the
presented auditory stimuli. Previous studies typically used pure
sine tones with short durations (50–140 ms) whereas we used
relatively complex natural sounds with a rather long duration of
300–500 ms. This might imply longer perceptual analysis times
which might translate into rather late and longer lasting ERP
attenuation effects. Support for this possibility comes from a
study which analyzed self-generated speech sounds (i.e., more
complex stimuli) and found longer lasting attenuation effects
(Houde et al., 2002). By contrast, it seems rather unlikely that
the observed temporal shift was due to the relatively long

150 ms interval between response execution and outcome onset
as a few earlier studies suggested that the attenuation effect
was unaffected by response-outcome delays of up to 1000 ms,
regardless of whether the onset of outcome presentation was
predictable or not (Baess et al., 2011; Lange, 2011; SanMiguel
et al., 2013). Finally it should be noted that the fronto-central ERP
effect was accompanied by a reversed polarity effect at posterior
electrodes. This is in line with a previous study which suggested
that such a bipolar anterior-posterior topography of the action-
induced sensory attenuation effect might be specific for highly
predictable onsets as in the present study (Baess et al., 2011).

In addition to the hypothesized learning-related ERP
attenuation effect triggered by outcome presentation 150ms after
response execution, we also observed a post-response but pre-
outcome ERP modulation. Specifically, we found that subjects
exhibiting a strong O-R compatibility effect exhibited a strongly
reduced learning-related positivity that was otherwise evolving
very rapidly from SRO-rep 1 to SRO-rep 2 for subjects exhibiting
a weak O-R compatibility effect. That this ERP effect started
well before outcome onset suggests that it is related to the rapid
deployment of preparatory attention towards expected outcomes
rather than altered outcome processing itself. Given that previous
studies of preparatory attention found increased negativities
being associated with the preparatory deployment of attention,
we speculate that the reduced learning-related positivity was in
fact due to a superimposed increased learning-related negativity
for strong R-O learners. In any case, increased deployment
of preparatory attention could be interpreted either as a
pre-condition for superior R-O learning (reflecting heightened
attention towards outcome sounds and hence better learning) or
as consequence thereof (reflecting better R-O learning and hence
heightened attention).

Notably, the rapid learning-related pre-outcome modulation
of ERP amplitudes and the slower learning-related peri-outcome
modulation of ERP amplitudes (i.e., the sensory attenuation
effect), while exhibiting similar topographies, were still
independent predictors of O-R compatibility as suggested
by follow-up partial correlation analyses.

Absence of Pre-Response,
Response-Locked ERP Modulations
It has been suggested that intention-based action planning
relies more heavily on the backward activation (via outcome
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anticipation) of bidirectional R-O associations under free
choice conditions as compared to stimulus-based forced choice
conditions (Krieghoff et al., 2011). Based on this assumption,
previous ERP studies suggested that this is reflected by a more
pronounced readiness potential-like component as a general
marker of intention-based action planning (Waszak et al.,
2005; Krieghoff et al., 2011). Nevertheless, we hypothesized
that we might observe a similar ERP amplification even under
forced choice conditions especially for good R-O learners. We
reasoned that stimulus-based forced-choice response selection
would still be intentional in nature as habitualization processes
should not have considerably kicked in due to the limited
number of S-R repetitions (Ruge et al., 2012; Ruge and
Wolfensteller, 2013). Yet, we did not observe any such effect.
On the one hand, this might suggest that stimulus-based
response selection generally does not involve the anticipatory
backward activation of bidirectional R-O associations—even
in an early, pre-habitualization phase of learning. On the
other hand, it might suggest that the previous findings were
restricted to the specific procedural setup being used and
that readiness-potential-like effects are not generally indicative
of intentional action planning processes. These two extreme
positions could be reconciled by conceding that the anticipatory
backward activation of bidirectional R-O associations might in
fact occur even under forced-choice conditions, yet without
impacting the type of intentional action planning processes that
have been suggested to be reflected by a more pronounced
readiness-potential-like component in free-choice situations.
Alternatively, such intentional action planning processes might
in fact occur even under forced-choice conditions, but they
might simply not be correlated with the O-R compatibility
effect we used to identify ERP markers of such processes (see
Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2015). This complicated relationship
between the O-R compatibility effect and pre-response ERP
markers of intention-based action planning processes during
the preceding SRO learning phase is also mirrored by a rather
elusive relationship between the O-R compatibility effect and
potential behavioral measures of intention-based action planning
during the SRO learning phase. On the one hand, in previous
studies we found some indication that increasing intention-
based action planning across S-R-O learning compared to S-R
learning might be reflected by increasing relative response
slowing (Ruge et al., 2012; Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2013),
and this slowing was in fact even significantly correlated
with the subsequent O-R compatibility effect (Ruge et al.,
2012). This was taken as evidence for increasing integration of
bidirectional R-O associations into action planning mediated
via an S-O, O-R activation chain. On the other hand,
these correlational findings could not be confirmed in the
present study as well as in a previous study using the same
paradigm (Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2015). One reason for these
inconsistencies across studies might be related to the fact
that overt behavioral performance during the SRO learning
phase is predominantly determined by S-R learning due to
the simplicity of the 4:4 S-R mapping being instructed. Hence,
stimulus-triggered action selection might be completed before
the S-O, O-R activation chain could take effect reliably. That

the simplicity of 4:4 S-R mappings might be a relevant factor
was already suggested by previous studies which failed to find
evidence for faster reduction in error rates when comparing
an S-R-O condition with a pure S-R condition both during
trial-and-error learning (Ruge et al., 2012) as well as during
instruction-based learning (Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2013). This
absence of error rate effects is inconsistent with findings
from the original differential outcomes paradigm which seems
to produce such effects, but for considerably more difficult
learning problems and/or special populations characterized
by inferior learning abilities (Trapold and Overmier, 1972;
Estévez et al., 2001; Mok and Overmier, 2007; Martínez et al.,
2009). Cleary, more research is needed to further clarify this
issue.

Pre-Response Stimulus-Locked ERP
Modulations
We found a relatively reduced stimulus-locked negativity
across learning associated with stronger O-R compatibility
effects within the visual P1-N1 range in response to the
visual antecedent stimulus. Analogously to the post-response
attenuation effect, the learning-related stimulus-locked ERP
attenuation effect was embedded within an overall mean increase
of the posterior negativity. Again, this suggests that the stimulus-
locked ERP attenuation effect was superimposed onto a larger
general learning-related increase of the visual N1 which is likely
reflecting perceptual learning as a result of repeated presentations
of visual stimuli alone (Clark et al., 2015; Mishra et al., 2015),
especially with the visual material being rather complex (Song
et al., 2005) and unfamiliar (Brem et al., 2005).

But why are such early visual stimulus-induced ERPs
associated with outcome-related learning processes. We
speculate that this might be due to the fact that visual stimuli
and auditory outcomes belong to different perceptual modalities
and therefore might involve neural markers typically associated
with multi-sensory integration processes (Murray et al., 2016).
Multi-sensory integration processes, that is, the interaction
between stimulus processing in different sensory modalities have
been identified in similarly early stages of stimulus processing
by previous ERP studies (Fort et al., 2002; Molholm et al.,
2004; Talsma et al., 2007). Importantly, in the present study
the putative multi-sensory integration effect can only be due to
concurrent stimulus perception and outcome anticipation due
to S-O learning. Yet, the stimulus-locked attenuation effect was
revealed by a significant correlation with a behavioral marker of
bidirectional R-O learning. But how is this relationship between
S-O learning and R-O learning mediated? One possibility is that
outcome anticipation triggered by the visual stimulus via learned
S-O associations will amplify the strengthening of bidirectional
R-O associations. In other words, the earlier an outcome is
anticipated (based on S-O) the better it will be associated with
R (leading to stronger O-R compatibility effects later on).
This account is consistent with the general notion that more
salient events (here outcomes that are pre-activated sooner) will
be associated with other events (here the action) more easily
and more rapidly (Mackintosh, 1975; Le Pelley and McLaren,
2003).
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

This study set out to characterize ERP markers associated
with the acquisition of bi-directional R-O associations in a
forced choice setting where action selection could in principle
rely on S-R associations alone. However, previous work
suggested that in an early pre-habitualization phase of learning
subjects adopt an intention-based action mode involving R-O
associations even under forced choice conditions. In line
with this interpretation, we found that initial R-O learning
under forced choice conditions was reflected by an increasing
attenuation of outcome-induced ERP deflections similar to
those identified in previous studies for extensively practiced
R-O associations under free choice conditions. Moreover, we
found a rather elusive temporary ERP amplification from
the first to the second R-O repetition which emerged after
response execution but before the onset of outcome presentation
possible indicating the initial attentional gating of relevant
information (here: the outcome). Obviously, such rapidly
developing learning dynamics can only be detected when they
are analyzed and previous ERP studies simply did not employ
paradigms that were well suited to access the R-O learning
process itself. We did not, however, find any evidence for
the amplification of a readiness-potential-like ERP modulation
which has previously been described for extensively trained
R-O associations specifically for free choice settings when

compared to forced choice settings. To better understand these
contrasting results future research will need to clarify possible
interactions between the amount of R-O training and choice
mode. In contrast to response-locked ERP modulations, we
entered entirely uncharted territory regarding stimulus-locked
ERP markers associated with R-O learning (simply because there
was no antecedent stimulus in previous free choice studies).
This analysis showed that initial R-O learning was reflected
by an increasing attenuation of early stimulus-induced ERP
deflections in the visual P1-N1 latency range which seems to be
consistent with the multi-sensory integration of the perceived
antecedent visual stimulus and the anticipated auditory outcome
as a possible amplifier for R-O learning under forced choice
conditions.
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